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Knowledge of the structure of a specified collection 9 of subgroups of a 
group G can often yield detailed information about G itself. For example 
we have the elementary fact that if all the minimal cyclic subgroups of a 
group G are n-groups then G is a n-group. Another example is provided by 
an unpublished theorem of M. B. Powell who has shown that if we take for 
9’ the collection of 2-generator subgroups of a finite soluble group G then G 
has p-length at most n if and only if every member of Y has p-length at 
most n. Clearly one should aim to make the set Y as small as possible con- 
sistent with still retrieving useful information about the structure of G. 
In this note we investigate a situation of this type and for the purpose intro- 
duce a class (3 of extreme groups. (5 is a subclass of the class of finite soluble 
groups and loosely speaking comprises those groups which contain as few 
complemented chief factors, as possible, in a given chief series; more precisely, 
a group G is extreme if it has a chief series with exactly Z(G) complemented 
chief factors, where Z(G) denotes the nilpotent (or Fitting) length of G. 
@ is a subclass of the class 8, of 2-generator groups, and contains, for 
example, cyclic p-groups but no other cyclic groups. 
To avoid introducing at this stage the unfamiliar notation which gives the 
main theorem its full generality we content ourselves here with a statement 
of some of its more interesting consequences: 
A. If 3 is a saturated formation, the (unique) largest subgroup-closed 
class contained 5 is also a saturated formation, 
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B. A group G has nilpotent length (p-length) at most n if and only if 
every L&.ubgroup of G has nilpotent length (p-length) at most n. 
C. A group G is supersoluble if and only if every 2-generator subgroup 
of G is supersoluble. 
If X is a class of groups, we say a group G is critical for X if G $ X and 
HEX for all proper subgroups H of G. (This should not be confused 
with the terminology used in the theory of varieties of groups, where a 
critical group is one which is not in the variety generated by its proper 
factor groups). Consequence B tells us that the critical groups for the 
class Q(n)(Q!,(n)) of groups with nilpotent length (p-length) at most n are 
E-groups. Armed with this information we proceed in Chapter 5 with a more 
detailed analysis of the structure of the critical groups for these two classes. 
One of the more striking results is that the critical groups for f?,(n) form a 
subclass of the class of groups critical for Q(2n). The chapter is concluded 
with some remarks about the structure of critical groups for the class of 
supersoluble groups. 
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
We make free use of P. Hall’s concept of closure operations on classes of 
groups (see, for example, [7]). We recall that a class X of groups contains with 
each group G all groups isomorphic with G and also all groups of order 1. 
Throughout this paper we shall take the class U of finite soluble groups to be 
the universal class; thus all groups considered belong to Il. A closure operation 
c maps classes of groups to classes of groups and satisfies 
x ,( cx = ccc < cg 
for every pair of classes X and VJ such that X < 9. The operations S, Q, 
R,, , EG , E, (p a prime) are defined thus: 
G E SX o G can be embedded in an X-group; 
G E Qx o G is a homomorphic image of an X-group; 
G E R$E o G has normal subgroups N1 , N, ,..., Nk such tha,t 
nF=, Ni = 1 and G/N+ E X(i = 1, 2 ,..., 12); 
GE E&X o G has a normal subgroup K such that K ,< @(G) and 
G/K E X, where Q(G) denotes the Frattini subgroup of G; 
G E E,x o G has a normal p-subgroup K such that G/K E X. 
LEMMA 1.1. The operations s, Q, RO , E@ and E, are closure OpeYutiOnS. 
Proof. It is obvious that each of these operations is expanding (X < cX) 
and monotonic (cX < c9J whenever X < 9). It is also clear that s and Q are 
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idempotent. To show Ro2 = R,, let GE ss2X = R&,X). G has normal sub- 
groups Ni ,..., Nk: such that nF=i Ni = 1 and G/N, E n,,X(i = I,..., K), and 
therefore each G/N, has normal subgroups i14!JNi(j = l,..., I) such that 
n:=, Mij = Ni and G/M,, E X. Since nisj Mfj < nfCl Ni = 1 we have 
GE a& Hence R,,~X < F$E. But R& < Ro2x since R. is expanding, and 
therefore R,, is idempotent. To show that E. is idempotent let GE EQ2fi. 
Then G has a normal subgroup K < @(G) such that G/K E E@X, and 
therefore G/K has a normal subgroup H/K < @(G/K) such that 
G/H(e(G/K)/(H/K)) E X. Now by Satz 2 of [4] we have @(G/K) = @(C)/K 
and so H < Q(G). Thus GE E&, and as before it follows that EQi2 = EQ . 
The proof that E, is idempotent is similar. 
If X = cX, we say that X is c-closed, and still following Hall we denote 
by {A, B}X the smallest class containing X which is both A-closed and B-closed; 
{A, B} is then a closure operation. We now recall some of the basic facts about 
Gaschiitz’s theory of formations. (See [5], [6]). A class X of groups is called 
a formation if x = {Q, Rg)x. If, in addition, X = Ed, then X is called a 
saturated formation. If a formation f (p) is specified for each prime p we call f 
a formation function. In [.5] Gaschiitz proves that the class of groups 
5(f 1 = {G I G/O,,,(G) Ef (P> for each prime p}, 
where O,,,(G) denotes the largest normal p-nilpotent subgroup of G, is a 
saturated formation; we say it is dejined locally by f. Moreover, Gaschiitz and 
Lubeseder have shown in as yet unpublished work (see [Z1]) that every 
saturated formation may be locally defined by a suitable formation functionf. 
Whenf(p) < 3(f)foreachprimepwesayfisintegrated,andiff(p) = Egf(f(P) 
for each prime p we say f is fun. Carter and Hawkes have shown in [2] that 
every local formation may be defined by an integrated formation function 
(Lemma 2.1), and that if fi and f2 are integrated formation functions defining 
the same local formation, then EDfl(p) = E,f 2(p) for each prime p. 
(Theorem 2.2). 
LEMMA 1.2. If X is a formation, then E,X is also a formation. 
Proof. From elementary homomorphism theorems it follows that 
Q(E$) < E,(QX) = E,X; hence E$ = Q(E$). Now let N, Q G, G/N,E E,X 
(i = 1,2), and N1 n N, = 1. Then 3 Ki 4 G such that KJN, are p-groups 
and G/K, E X (i = 1,2). Then G/K, n K2 E R,,X = X. But 
I Kl n K21Nl n K2 I = IVG n K2) WN, I 
divides 1 KJN, I which is a power of the prime p. Hence 
Kl n K2 z Kl n K,I(N, n Kg) n (Nz n I$) 
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is a p-group and therefore G E E9x. This proves that E,x is n,,-closed and 
therefore a formation. 
THEOREM 1.3. Every saturated formation 3 may be dejined locally by a 
unique full, integrated formation function. 
Proof. By the above result of Gaschiitz and Lubeseder 3 = s(f) for 
some f. By Lemma 2.1 of [2] we can assume that f is integrated. 
Iff *(p) = %f (p) f or each prime p, by Lemma 1.2 f * is also a formation 
function. Then clearly 3 = $j(f *), and since f (p) < 5, we havef *(p) < 5. 
Thus f * is a full, integrated formation function defining 3 locally, and by 
Theorem 2.2 of [2] it is unique. 
In the sequel we shall need 
LEMMA 1.4. Let N Q X and X/N E 3Z = {Q, E@}%; then X has a sub- 
grou- -C* E ;t such that X*N = X. 
Proof. Let X* be a minimal member of the set of subgroups which 
supplement N in X. Since any supplement of N n X* in X* is also a sup- 
plement of N in X, X* is a minimal supplement of N n X* in X* and 
therefore N n X* < @(X*). Hence 
X*/@(X*) E Q(X*/N n X*) = q(X/N) < OX = 3E 
and therefore X* E E& = X. 
2. EXTREME AND SKELETAL CLASSES 
DEFINITION 1. We say a class X of groups is extreme if 
(a) 3 = {Q, E&, and 
(b) whenever G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N and 
G/N E 3E, then G E 3E. 
We shall call a q-closed class a homomorph. If 3E is a homomorph, we say G 
has an &covering subgroup H if HE K, and whenever H < K < G and 
K/K* E 3E, then K*H = K. In [Z4] Sudbrock proves that a group has at 
most one conjugacy class of x-covering subgroups, and that this class is 
invariant under epimorphisms. In an earlier paper [.5] Gaschiitz proves these 
results for X a saturated formation and shows that in this case X-covering 
subgroups always exist. 
LEMMA 2.1. The class X is extreme if and only if x = (Q, E@}% and x 
contains all groups which possess 3E-covering subgroups. 
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Proof. First suppose X is extreme and that X does not contain all groups 
with X-covering subgroups. Let G be a group of minimal order such that G 
has an X-covering subgroup H and G $ X. If N is a minimal normal subgroup 
of G, then HN/N is an X-covering subgroup of G/N. By the minimality of G 
we have G/N E X and therefore ZZN = G. If Core H f 1 we may take 
N ic Core H and conclude that G = HEX, contrary to hypothesis. Thus 
Core II = 1 and H is a maximal subgroup of G. But then N is self-centralizing 
and is therefore a unique minimal normal subgroup of G; for if 
N < C = Co(N), then H n C is a nontrivial normal subgroup of G and this 
has been ruled out. Hence by condition (b) of Definition 1 we have GE X, 
and this contradiction proves the necessity of the condition. 
Conversely, suppose X = {Q, E@,)fi and that X contains all groups which 
possess X-covering subgroups. We must show X satisfies condition (b) of 
Definition 1. Therefore suppose N is a unique minimal normal subgroup of G 
such that G/N E X. If N < Q(G), then G E X by E&OSUrC. Thus if G $ X, 
then N is complemented in G, by H say, and it is easily verified that H is an 
X-covering subgroup of G. In this case G E X by hypothesis, and the Lemma 
is proved. 
For convenient reference we collect together the following well-known 
results: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N. If 
N < @(G) then 
(a) N = &(N) = F(G), the Fitting subgroup of G, and 
(b) all complements of N in G are conjugate. Conversely, ;f F(G) is a 
minimal normal subgroup of G it is the only one. 
Proof. Let MN = G, M n N = 1 and suppose p is the prime dividing 
1 N I. Let C = Co(N) 4 G. Then C n M 4 M and is centralized by N. 
Hence C n M Q MN = G, and therefore by the uniqueness of N we have 
CnM=l.NowC=CnMN=(CnM)N=N.SinceN~Z(F(G)), 
the center ofF(G), (a) now follows. Let L/N be a chief factor of G. By (a) L/N 
is a q-group for some prime q f p. If M* is any complement of N in G, then 
(M* n L) n N = 1 and (M* n L)N = L, and therefore M* n L is a Syiow 
q-subgroup Q* of L. Now M* < N,(M* n L) and since M* n L + G we 
have M* = No(Q*). Similarly M = No(Q) for some Sylow q-subgroup Q 
of L. Since Q and Q* are conjugate, so also are M and M*, thus proving (b). 
Before giving some examples of extreme classes we specialize the concept 
slightly. 
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DEFINITION 2. We call a class X of groups skdetal if 
(a) 3 = {Q, E&% and 
(b’) whenever G has a minimal normal subgroup N such that G/N E 3 
and N is complemented in G with all its complements conjugate, then G E X. 
LEMMA 2.3. Skeletal classes are extreme. 
Proof. Suppose 3 is skeletal and let N be a unique minimal normal 
subgroup of G and G/N E X. If N < @a(G) then G E E,X = X. On the other 
hand, if N is complemented in G, all its complements are conjugate by 
Lemma 2.2(b), and therefore, by condition (b’), G E X. Hence conditions (a) 
and (b) of Definition 1 are fulfilled by X and X is extreme. 
To provide some examples of skeletal classes we define 
eleme;; C- to be th e class of groups which are generated by at most Y 
> 
(ii) 0. to be the class of groups which are generated by a conjugacy 
class of elements, and 
(iii) 23&J) to be the class comprising groups G of the form 
G = (4 ,..., -J-C), where the Ei are s-covering subgroups of G and 5 is a 
saturated formation containing the class of nilpotent groups. 
THEOREM 2.4. 6, , 6 and 23,@) are skeletal classes for r 3 2. 
Proqf. It is easy to see that each of these classes is both Q-closed and 
E,-closed. That they also satisfy condition (b’) of Definition 2 follows from 
Lemma 2.5 below. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G; suppose that N is complemented 
by H in G and that all complements are conjugate. Using this notation we 
prove 
LEMMA 2.5. Let X be one of the classes (a) 8, , r > 2, (b) 6, or(c) %I$.(~), 
r > 2; then whenever HE X, we also have G E X. 
Proof. (a) X = 6r . We prove by induction on 1 G 1 the slightly stronger 
result that if H = (h, ,..., h,), the group generated by h, ,..., h, , then 
3n~NsuchthatG = (hl,..., h,.-, , h,n) provided r > 2. If h, = h, = . . . = 
h, = 1, the result is clearly true since G = N is then cyclic. Therefore 
suppose h, f 1 and that the theorem is true for smaller groups. Let K be the 
largest normal subgroup of G contained in H and first suppose K f 1. Then 
by induction we have 
G/K = (h,K ,..., h,-,K, h,nK)/K 
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for some n E N. Let H* = (hi ,..., A,-, , hrn). If H* f G, then H* com- 
plements N and so by hypothesis we have K < H*. Thus H* = 
(h,K,..., h,-,K, h,nK) = G, which is a contradiction. Hence we may assume 
K = 1, from which it easily follows that H is self-normalizing in G. Enu- 
merate the elements of N thus: N == {ni = 1, n2 ,..., n,} where s = / N I, 
and define Hi = (h, ,..., h,-, , h,~~), i = l,..., s. If all the H, complement N 
in G, either they form a complete conjugacy class or 2 are equal. If the 
former, we have I f /z, E K, a contradiction; if the latter, Hi = Hj for some 
i #j and then Hi contains (n,h,)(nj&-l = ?zin~l + 1, a further contra- 
diction. Hence Hi = G for some i. 
(b) 3 = 6;. Let H = (h = h, , h, ,..., k, / Y > I), where the hi form a 
complete set of conjugates of h in H. If H + G, then there exists g E G such 
that hg $ H. Then as H is a maximal subgroup of G we have (H, hi) == G, 
and so G is generated by the conjugates of h in G. If H 4 G, our hypotheses 
imply that H is the unique complement of A7 in G. Let 1 f n E N. 
Since G = H x N, we have N < Z(G), and therefore h,n, lzgz,..., h,n are 
all the conjugates of hn in G. Let H* = (h,n 1 i = l,..., r). Since H*N = G 
we must have either H* = H or H* = G. But it is impossible that H = H* 
for then we would have 1 f n = h-l(k) E H, contrary to the hypothesis that 
H n N = 1. Hence H* = G and G E (5 as claimed. (c) X = !&(g). Let 
H = (ET, E;,..., E:) where the EF are g-covering subgroups of H. Since 
HF(G) 3 HN = G, by Theorem 5.12 of [2] we have L?: = Ei n H for 
suitable g-covering subgroups Ei of G, i == 1, 2,..., r. Write L = 
<El , E, ,..., E,). If L = G, the result is proved; therefore assume L = H and 
hence that Ei = E”, i = 1, 2 ,..., Y. Since 3 contains the class of nilpotent 
groups, El is an abnormal subgroup of G and therefore H is self-normalizing 
in G. Let 1 # g E N and write H* = (El , E, ,..., ET-, , E,Q. If H = H*, 
we have E, < H n HQ-‘; but H # HQ-l, and since the abnormal subgroup E, 
cannot be contained in two distinct conjugates, we have a contradiction. 
Hence H f H*. But H*N > HN = G, and therefore either H* = G, 
or H* is a complement of N in G. If this second alternative holds, then by 
hypothesis H and H* are distinct conjugate subgroups of G; but this is 
impossible, for as Y > 2, H and H* then contain the abnormal subgroup El 
of G. Hence H* = G and G E%&(B). 
We recall that a chief factor R/S of G is Frattini if R/S < @(G/S), and is 
complemented otherwise. 
LEMMA 2.6. Given two chief series of G passing through N 4 G, there is 
a l- 1 correspondence between the chief factors of the series below N, corresponding 
factors being G-isomorphic, such that the Frattini factors of one series correspond 
to the Frattini factors of the other. 
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Remark. The correspondence given by Zassenhaus’ lemma does not 
always have this property. 
Proof. We use induction on 1 N I. If the two series have the same minimal 
normal subgroup, the result follows by induction. Therefore assume that the 
minimal normal subgroups are N1 and N, , N1 f N, . Again using induction, 
we may assume without loss of generality that N = NrN, . If either N < @(G) 
or N n Q(G) = 1, the correspondence 
4 +-+ N/N, , N/N, ++ N, 
satisfies our requirements; for the chief factors concerned are either all 
Frattini or all complemented. If N n Q(G) = N,: (z’ = 1,2), this corre- 
spondence also works; in this case Ni and N/hTj are Frattini and Ni and N/N, 
are complemented (z’ f j). Finally suppose N n @P(G) = Na where 
1 < Ns < N,N, and Ni f Na f Na . Then Ns , N/N1 and N/N, are 
Frattini factors and N/N, , Nr and N, are not. In this case we have 
N/N, 5 Ns 5 N/N, and N, F N/N, F Ns ; 
hence 
N,++Ns, N/N, * N/N, 
is the required correspondence. 
We define inductively the terms F,(G) of the upper nilpotent series of a 
group G by 
F,(G) = 1, FiVW’i-,(G) = WWi-,(G)) (i = 1, 2,...). 
It is convenient to define another series {ai( of G by 
@,(G)/Fi,(G) = @(G/Fi,(G)) (i = 1,2,...). 
F,(G)/@,(G) coincides with the socle of G/@,(G) and is the direct product 
of complemented minimal normal subgroups of G/@,(G). The nzlpotent length, 
Z(G), of G is the smallest integer 1 such that F,(G) = G. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a group such that F(G)/@(G) is a chief factor of G. 
Then G has at most one complemented minimal normal subgroup, and ;f N is swh 
we have @(G/N) = @,(G)/N. 
Proof. We assume Q(G) # 1; otherwise F(G) is the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G and the result follows easily. Since N $ Q(G), the 
hypotheses imply that N@(G) = F(G). Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. 
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If A&Z+(G) = G, then by definition of @s(G) we must have AU(G) = G. 
Hence MN@(G) = G and therefore MN = G. Thus every maximal sub- 
group of G/N contains @a(G)/N, and writing K/N = @(G/N) we have 
K 3 @s(G). But by Satz 2 of [4] we have @,(G)/F(G) = @(G/F(G)) > 
KF(G)/F(G), and therefore K = D,(G) as required. 
Now suppose N* is a minimal normal subgroup of G different from N; 
then 
N* s N*N/N < F,(G)/N = F(G/N) 
by the first part. Since a minimal normal subgroup is contained in the center 
of the Fitting subgroup, we therefore have F,(G) < C&N*). Suppose 
N* 4 Q(G); as above we have N*@(G) = F(G) and hence 
N* 5 F(G)/@(G). 
But it is well known that the Fitting subgroup contains its centralizer, and 
therefore C@(G)/@(G)) = F(G) since by Satz 10 of [Jj F(G/@(G)) = 
F(G)/@(G). HenceF(G) = Co(N*) and this contradiction proves N* < @ (G). 
G therefore has, at most, one complemented minimal normal subgroup as 
claimed. 
We now define a class (3 of groups which will play an important part in the 
sequel. 
DEFINITION 3. G E QZ if and only if F,(G)/@,(G) is a chief factor of G for 
each i = 1, 2,..., Z(G). By abuse of terminology we call the groups in 6 extreme 
groups. It is evident that the intersection of an arbitrary collection of extreme 
classes is again extreme and our next result shows that (5 is the intersection 
of all such classes; in other words the smallest extreme class. It will usually 
be clear from the context whether the word “extreme” qualifies a class or a 
single group. 
THEOREM 2.8. 6 is a subclass of ewery extreme class and is itself an extreme 
class. 
Proof. We first show (5 is extreme. If N 4 G and N < Q(G), then by 
Satz 10 of [4] we have F(G)/N = F(G/N). By Satz 2 of [q we also have 
@(G)/N = @(G/N) and from this it is clear that if G/N E (5, then GE 65 
Therefore (5 = E&. To show E = Q6, suppose GE (5 and let N Q G. 
We assert that G/N E 6. By induction we may assume that N is a minimal 
normal subgroup of G. If N < D(G), th en by the theorems of Gaschtitz [4] 
just cited the upper Fitting and Frattini series of G are preserved under the 
natural homomorphism G - G/N and so G/N is extreme. If N 6 a(G), 
4W9/3-4 
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then by Lemma 2.7, @(G/N) = @a(G)/N and again we have G/N E CZ 
which proves our assertion. To show that C3 satisfies condition (b) of Defi- 
nition 1 suppose N is a unique minimal normal subgroup of G such that 
G/N E (5. If N < Q(G), we have GE E& = (2. If N $ Q(G), by 
Lemma 2.2(a) we have N = F(G) and thus G E (5. 
It remains to show that if 3 is an extreme class, then t5 < X. Suppose not, 
and let G be an extreme group of minimal order such that G $ X. If D(G) f 1 
we have G/@(G) E Qe = E, and therefore by minimality G/@(G) E X; but 
then GE E$f = X, contrary to hypothesis. Hence @(G) = 1. But by 
definition of an extreme group, F(G) is then a minimal normal subgroup of G, 
and therefore by Lemma 2.2 the only one. Since X satisfies condition (b) of 
Definition I we therefore have G E X. This contradiction proves (3 < X. 
We next give some characterizations of extreme groups. 
THEOREM 2.9. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) GE@; 
(ii) Z(G) = m(G), th e number of conjugacy classes of maximal subgroups 
of@ 
(iii) Z(G) = c(G), th e number of complemented chief factors in a given 
chief series of G; 
(iv) if G* E Q(G), G* h as at most one complemented minimal normal 
subgroup. 
Remark. Putting N = G in Lemma 2.6 yields the fact that the integer 
c(G) defined in (iii) above is independent of the particular series chosen and 
is therefore a bona fide invariant of the group. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let G E (5 and consider the series 
1 < c$(G) <F,(G) < es- < ai <F,(G) < -1. . 
By Lemma 2.2(b) there is a unique conjugacy class of maximal subgroups of G 
complementing the chief factor F,(G)/@+(G) for each i = 1, 2,..., Z(G). But 
each maximal subgroup of G must complement one of the complemented 
chief factors in the above chief series, and must therefore belong to one of 
these Z(G) conjugacy classes. Thus Z(G) = m(G). 
(ii) => (iii). We prove this by induction. Let G be a group satisfying 
Z(G) = m(G), and assume that the implication holds for groups of order less 
than / G I. If @(G) f 1, we have Z(G/@(G)) = Z(G) = m(G) = m(Gj@(G)) 
and so by induction Z(G) = Z(G/@(G)) = m(G/@(G)) = c(G/@(G)) = c(G). 
Therefore assume @P(G) = 1. Since F(G) is the direct product of r (> 1) 
complemented minimal normal subgroups of G, we have Z(G) = m(G) > 
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m(G/F(G)) + r > Z(G) - 1 + Y. Hence r = 1, and by induction 
c(G) = 1 + c(G/F(G)) = 1 + Z(G/F(G)) = Z(G). 
(iii) + (i). Th is o f 11 ows at once from the fact that there is at least one 
complemented chief factor H/K satisfying Di(G) < K < H < F,(G) for each 
i = 1, 2 ,..., Z(G). 
(i) o (iv). If GEE and G* E Q(G), then G* E (5 since (5 is q-closed. 
It then follows from Lemma 2.7 that G* has, at most, one complemented 
minimal normal subgroup. Conversely, suppose G satisfies (iv) and let 
G* = G/@,(G) E Q(G). Since F,(G)/@,(G) is the direct product of com- 
plemented minimal normal subgroups of G* it follows that F,(G)/@,(G) is a 
chief factor of G*. Hence G E @. 
If R/S is a chief factor of G complemented by M, and if C = Co(R/S) 
then K = C n M is a normal subgroup of G satisfying K n R = S and 
KR = C. K is the largest normal subgroup of G contained in M and is 
called the core of M. 
We now define a class 6 which is the analog of (5 for skeletal classes. 
DEFINITION 4. G E 6 if and only if no two distinct complemented chief 
factors in a given chief series of G are G-isomorphic. (By Lemma 2.6 the 
definition is independent of the series chosen.) 
LEMMA 2.10. Let N be a complemented minimal normal subgroup of G such 
that GIN E 6. Then GE 6 if and only if N has a unique conjugacy class of 
complements. 
Proof. Suppose G/N E 6 and G 4 6. Then G has a complemented chief 
factor R/S (S > N) which is G-isomorphic with N. Let M and M* be the 
complements of N and R/S respectively, and write K = Core M, 
K* = Core M* and L = K n K*. Then it is easily verified that K*/L and 
K/L are G-isomorphic chief factors of G complemented by M and M* 
respectively, and that M n M* complements the factor C/L where 
C = C,(N) = Co(R/S). Let x1 ,..., x, be a basis of K/L and 0 : K/L -+ K*/L 
the G-isomorphism. Let D/L be the subgroup of G/L generated by the set 
w4x1),.-, x$(x,)>; then D/L is a chief factor of G which is G-isomorphic 
with N. Therefore A? = (M n M*) D is a maximal subgroup of G com- 
plementing the chief factor CID. Since ND = KD = C, i@ contains neither 
N nor K. Hence ii? is a complement of N which is not conjugate to M, for all 
conjugates of M contain K. This contradicts the hypothesis that N has a 
unique conjugacy class of complements; hence GE G and the condition is 
sufficient. The necessity of the condition follows from Lemma 2.4 of [9]. 
We now show that 6 is the smallest skeletal class. 
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THEOREM 2. I 1. 6 is a skeletal class and is a subclass of every skeletal class. 
Proof. It follows easily from the definition and from Lemma 2.6 that 
6 = {Q, EO}G. Moreover, Lemma 2.10 shows that 6 satisfies condition (b’) of 
Definition 2. Therefore 6 is skeletal. 
Now suppose G is not contained in some skeletal class X and let G be a 
group of minimal order subject to the conditions G E 6 and G $ X. We first 
observe that Q(G) = I ; if not, G/@(G) E Q6 = 6, and therefore G/@(G) E X 
by minimality so that GE Eax = X. Thus G has a complemented minimal 
normal subgroup N and by Lemma 2.10, N has a unique conjugacy class of 
complements. But again by minimality we have G/N E X since G/N E Q6 = 6, 
and therefore by condition (b’) of Definition 2 we have G E X since X is 
skeletal. This contradiction completes the proof of the theorem. 
We call groups in 6 skeletal groups. The term skeletal is purloined from 
category theory: a skeletal category is one in which isomorphic objects coin- 
cide, and in a skeletal group G-isomorphic complemented chief factors in a 
given chief series are the same. Since skeletal classes are extreme, it follows 
that the intersection C5 of all extreme classes is a subclass of the intersection 6 
of all skeletal classes, and therefore that extreme groups are skeletal. This 
fact is also evident from the second of the following characterizations of 
skeletal groups, in view of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.9. 
THEOREM 2.12. The following statements are equivalent 
(i) GEM; 
(ii) m(G) = c(G); 
(iii) if X E Q(G) and if M and N are distinct X-isomorphic minimal 
normal subgroups of X then MN n Q(X) f 1. 
Proof. (i) * (ii). Let GE G and suppose that (ii) holds for G-groups of 
order less than 1 G I. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. If N is 
Frattini, by induction we have m(G) = m(G/N) = c(G/N) = c(G). On the 
other hand, if N is complemented, by Lemma 2.10 N has a unique conjugacy 
class of complements, and therefore again by induction we have m(G) = 
m(G/N) + 1 = c(G/N) + 1 = c(G). 
(ii) 3 (iii). Suppose G is a group of minimal order satisfying (ii) but 
not (iii). Since it is clear that groups in Q(G) also satisfy (ii) we may assume G 
has distinct G-isomorphic complemented minimal normal subgroups M and 
N such that MN n @(G) = 1. But this condition implies that MN/N and N 
are G-isomorphic complemented chief factors of G so that G $6. By 
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Lemma 2.10, N has at least two conjugacy classes of complements and 
therefore 
m(G) 3 m(G/N) + 2 = c(G/N) + 2 = c(G) + 1 > c(G) 
contrary to hypothesis. 
(iii) * (i). Suppose G$6 so that G has two G-isomorphic com- 
plemented chief factors in some chief series. Let C be the common cen- 
tralizer of these two chief factors. As in the proof of Lemma 2.10, G has a 
normal subgroup L such that C/L is the direct product of two G/L-isomorphic 
minimal normal subgroups of G/L such that C/L n @(G/L) = 1 (they are 
G-isomorphic when considered as chief factors of G). Since G/L E Q(G), 
G violates condition (iii) and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
If J3 and X are arbitrary classes of groups, we define a new class s3”X as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 5. GE !$r if and only if s(G) n 3 < 9. In other words 
!$x comprises those groups all of whose X-subgroups belong to 5. The 
symbol s5 may be thought of as an exponent operator on classes. When 
X = U, the universal class, we simply write sjs for $jsu ; this is consistent 
with the notation of Hall who uses 8” to denote the largest s-closed class 
contained in 5. 
The elementary results contained in the following lemma are immediate 
consequences of the definition. 
LEMMA 3.1. 
(i) !ijQ = s(@x); 
(ii) sjsX = ($3sX)s3 * 9 
(iii) !ij’X = ($j n x)% ; 
(iv) X < g =k- $9 < sjsx ; 
(v) Lx < !ij 3 !jj”r = u. 
DEFINITION 6. A closure operation c is said to be unary if CX = 
u {c(G) 1 GE X} for all classes X. Clearly s and Q are unary operators. If c 
is any unary closure operator, we define for each $ a new class mZ,(sj) by 
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the rule 1 f G E Y&(a) if and only if 
(a) G $9, and 
(b) whenever XE c(G) and X = G, then XE !jj. 
Clearly YJJJU) is the unit class, comprising groups of order 1. As an illus- 
tration we see that ‘%.K($) consists of groups which do not themselves belong 
to a, but all of whose proper subgroups are in $; we call such groups critical 
for $j. (This should not be confused with the terminology used in the theory 
of varieties of groups where a critical group is one not in the variety generated 
by its proper factors.) In Chapter 5 we shall investigate critical groups for 
special classes $j. 
We call a class 5, X-complete whenever @J < 5. 
LEMMA 3.2. & is X-complete if and only ;f !lJ&($) < X. 
Proof. Let SI, be X-complete and suppose that GE 9+&(g). If G $3E, we 
have s(G) n X < & and therefore GE $‘X < !& a contradiction. Hence 
G E X. Conversely, suppose that YJ&(sj) < 3E and that 9 is not X-complete. 
Let G be a group of minimal order in 8~ \ !$ Clearly G 6 3E. If H is a proper 
subgroup of G then s(H) n 3E < s(G) n fi < 8. Hence HE $$“3 and by 
minimality of G we have HE sj. Hence G E ‘!l&(fi) < X. This contradiction 
shows that sj is Zcomplete. 
LEMMA 3.3. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) !?J is X-complete; 
(ii) !+ = 8”; 
(iii) !?J,” is X-complete. 
Proof. (i) + (ii). Suppose 43”~ < fi. Then by Lemma 3.1(i), !$ is an 
s-closed class contained in 6 and therefore bsr < I)“. But by Lemma 3.l(iv), 
!Fj < !$x and therefore (ii) holds. 
(ii) + (iii). This follows from the equations 
(sjs)sX = ($%)% = sjs3 = &“. 
(iii) 5 (i). Suppose that $$” is X-complete and that ‘!lJ&($j) 4 X. +et G 
be a group in ‘iIJ&($) \ x. Then GE (sjs)sx < 9” < 8, a contra$iction. 
Hence %J&(!$) < X and by Lemma 3.2, $j is J-complete. 
LEMMA 3.4. IfX = {Q, E@}X and ‘I) = 09, then gsX = Q(‘Z)“~). 
Prog. Let N q G E ‘$)‘X and let X/N be an X-subgroup of G/N. By 
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Lemma 1.4 there is an ZE-subgroup X* such that X = X*N. By hypothesis 
X* E 2J, and therefore X/N E X*/X* n NE Q'2) = 9. Hence G/N E ‘?j’* 
as required. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 3Z = QX and let 1, be a class of groups satisfying 
R,,‘g fI 9 ,( 2). The?2 '1)'" = Ro('Z)Sr). ,- 
Proof. Let G/N, and GIN, E ‘I)‘” with NI n N, = 1, and let X be an 
X-subgroup of G. Then XNJN, s X/X n NI E Qx = X, and therefore 
X/X n Nr E ‘9) by hypothesis; similarly X/X n N, E ‘2). Hence X = 
X/(X n NI) n (X n N,) E ~,,(1_) n X < VJ by hypothesis, and therefore 
G E 9’~ giving 2Jsx = n,,@‘x) as claimed. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If 3 is a formation and x = {Q, EO}& then FX is also a 
formation. 
Proof. Since $J is q-closed, so is 3’” by Lemma 3.4. Since 5 is r+,-closed, 
it clearly satisfies R,,S n .% < 3 and therefore by Lemma 3.5, FX is also 
&,-closed. 
We now come to our main result. 
THEOREM A. Let 3 be the local formation g(f) where f is a full formation 
function, and let X be an extreme class. Then 
F” = s(f*) 
where f *( p) = (f (p))“x for all primes p. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.6, f * is a formation function, and therefore g(f*), 
equals g* say, is a well-defined local formation. We first show g* < r*. 
Suppose G E s* and let X be an X-subgroup of G. We have 
XO,p,(G)/O,~,(G) s X/X n O,,,(G) E Qx = X, 
and since G/O,,,(G) Ef *(p), it follows that X/X n O,,,(G) Ef (p). Since 
X n O,,,(G) < O,,,(X), we therefore have X/O,,,(X) E Q f (p). Since this 
is true for all primes p, it follows that X E 3 and therefore that G E 5s~ . 
Thus iJ* < 3% 
Now suppose, for a contradiction, that this inclusion is strict, and let G 
be a group of minimal order such that GE v3 and G 4 $J*. Since vx is 
Q-closed, by minimality we have G E !DI,(~*), and therefore because i’J* is a 
saturated formation, G has a unique minimal normal subgroup N which is 
complemented and hence by Lemma 2.2 self-centralizing in G. We now show 
that G/N Ef *(p) for th e p rime p dividing 1 N I. For then in the terminology 
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of [2] every chief factor of G is f*-central since G/N E $J*, and it follows 
easily from the corollary to Theorem 2.5 of [2] that GE $J*, thus yielding 
the desired contradiction. Let X/N E X and suppose 1 X 1 < 1 G ) ; 
X E s@‘“) = vx by Lemma 3.1 (i), and therefore by the minimality of G 
we have X E g*. Thus 
X/O,*,(X) E Q(X/N) < 32 -wd,(m 
belongs tof *( p) = f( p>“* and hence tof( p). Since N = Cx(N), O,<,(X) is a 
p-group and therefore X/N E E,f(p) = f(p) by hypothesis. On the other 
hand, if X = G, by condition (b’) of Definition 2 we have G E 3 because N 
is unique and X is extreme. Since G E FE, we have G E $J and therefore 
X/N = G/O,,,(G) Ed. H ence we have proved that s(G/N) n X <f(p), 
and therefore that G/N ~f(p)Q = f *(p) as required. 
4. CONSEQUENCES OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Theorem A in conjunction with Lemma 1.4 immediately yields 
THEOREM 4.1. If 5 is a saturated formation and 3 an extreme class, then 
5’~ is also a saturated formation. In particular, 5” is a saturated formation. 
THEOREM 4.2. If X is an extreme class and f (p) an X-complete formation 
for each prime p, then the local formation 5 = s(f) is also X-complete. 
In order to deduce this theorem from Theorem A we need the following 
result: 
LEMMA 4.3. If 3E is an extreme class and ‘I) an &complete formation, then 
Es9 iS dS0 an x-Complete fOYY?UZtim. 
Proof. Write 3 = E,(I); by Lemma 1.2 it is sufficient to show 3 is 
X-complete, namely that 3’~ < 3. Suppose not, and let Gbe a group of minimal 
order such that GE 3% and G43. By Lemma 3.6 3% is a formation. 
Hence by minimality of G and q-closure we have G/K E 3 for every non- 
trivial normal subgroup K of G, and therefore by r+,-closure G must have a 
unique minimal normal subgroup N. Since 3’” is s-closed by Lemma 3.1 (i), 
by minimality every proper subgroup of G belongs to 3. We show that every 
%su,bgroup of G belongs to 9 and therefore that G E ‘I)‘” < ?) < 3, thus 
giving us a contradiction. Let X be an Z-subgroup of G; we write W = XF(G) 
and consider three cases. 
(a) W f G. In this case WE 3. By the uniqueness of N, F(G) is a 
g-group for some prime q, and since 3 is x,-closed and G $3, we must have 
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q f P. Since C.@‘(G)) <F(G), we therefore have O,(w) = 1 and SO 
WE ‘1). Hence X/F(G) n X g W/F(G) E Qf) = ‘I). But GE 3’” and 
therefore X E 3 so that X/O,(X) E ‘2). Hence 
X = X/O,(X) n [F(G) n X] E R&I = g. 
(b) W = G and N < Q(G). Write I/ = XN. If V = G, then X = G. 
In this case GE X and therefore GE 3 which is contrary to hypothesis. 
Hence V f G. Now F(G/N) = F(G)/N is a q-group; hence O,(G/N) = 1, 
and since G/N E 3, we have G/N E ‘r). We show V/N E ‘I). Since VF = G, 
we have 
(V/N)/(VnF/N)g V/VnFe G/FEQ?~I = g. 
Since V/N is an X-subgroup of GIN E Q(Tz) = ssX, we have V/N E 3. 
Hence (V/N)/O,( V/N) E j) and therefore 
V/N = (V/N)/O,(V/N) n [(V n F)/N] E R&I = y. 
Thus X/X n NE ‘I). Finally, since X/O,(X) E ‘1) we have X E %g = ‘$I. 
(c) W = G and N 4 Q(G). In this case N is complemented and 
therefore by Lemma 2.2, N = F(G). Since XN = G, we have G/N E Qx = 3E, 
and therefore G E fi since X is extreme. Hence G E 3, and since O,(G) = 1, 
wehaveGEg.ThusXE2j. 
In view of this lemma, in proving Theorem 4.2 we may assume without 
loss of generality that f( p) = Esf( p) f or each prime p, since 5 is also de-fined 
locally by the formations {E,f(p)}. Now write f*(p) = (f(~))~3 so that by 
hypothesis we have f*(p) < f(p) f or each prime p. Hence by Theorem A 
we have 
5” = 5(f*) G 5(f) = 5 
and 5 is therefore &complete. As a partial converse of this result we have 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be an extreme class. If $J = itj(f) is an X-complete 
local formation de$ned by the full integrated formation function f, then f (p) is 
X-complete for each prime p. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false and let G be a group of minimal order 
such that for some prime p, GE (f (p))“x and G $f (p). Since (f (p)>“r is 
Q-closed and f (p) is It,,-closed, G has a unique minimal’normal subgroup N 
and G/N E f (p). Since by hypothesis f (p) = E$f (p), N is a q-group for some 
prime q # p. Now let W = C, 1 G belthe standard wreath product where 
the base group B is the direct product of / G 1 cyclic groups of order p. 
Then O,r,(W) = B, and W/B g G $f(p); hence W $3, 5 is &complete 
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and therefore Whas an X-subgroup X 6 5. Since X = Qx, X/B n X e XB/B 
is isomorphic to an X-subgroup of G and therefore by hypothesis, 
X/B n X of. S ince B n X < O,,,(X), we have 
x/o,*,(x) E Qf(P) = f(P)- 
Now X/B n X t 3 since f is integrated, and because B n X < O,s(X) for 
primes r f p we have X/O,,,(X) Ef (r). H ence X E $‘j and this contradiction 
proves the theorem. 
In order to illustrate Theorem 4.2 we introduce the concept of the nilpotent 
m-length of a group; it generalizes both the concepts of nilpotent length and 
p-length. 
DEFINITION 6. If r denotes a set of primes, we call a normal series 
1 = G, < Gr < *em < G, = G a nilpotent z-series (abbreviated to %,,- 
series) if either 
(a) G,/Gi-r E %, , the class of nilpotent n-groups, 
(b) G,/G,-, is a z-‘-group 
for each i = 1, 2,..., Y. We call the least number of %=-factors occuring in 
any Rm-series the nilpotent r-length of G and write it 1,,(G). If r is the single 
prime p, then Z,(G) is the p-length of G, and if 7~ is the set of all primes, 
Z,,(G) is the nilpotent length Z(G) of G. We define the upper ‘%,,-series of G 
inductively as follows: P, = 1; NJP,-, is the largest normal a’-subgroup of 
GIPi-1 ; and PiNi is the largest nilpotent normal r-subgroup of GINi , 
for i = 1, 2,... . We remark that whereas it is possible to have PiMl = Ni , 
the group PJN, is always nontrivial. We may likewise define the lower 
‘&-series: P,* = G; NF is the smallest normal subgroup of PL, with quotient 
&-group; and Pi” is the %,-residual of N?‘, for i = 1,2,... . We state without 
proof the following elementary facts about %=-length. 
LEMMA 4.5. The invariant l,(G) is equal to the number of Y&-factors in 
both the upper and the lower a2,-series of G. 
LEMMA 4.6. The class 2,,(n) comprising allgroups G which satisfy Z,,(G) < n 
(n > 0) is an s-closed saturated formation de$ned locally by f where 
f(p)= I$(" - l) ;; ;z;:. and 
In Lemma 4.6 we adopt the convention !Z,( - 1) = {l} to be consistent with 
the fact that Q,(O) is the class of P’-groups. Clearly !&JO) is X-complete for 
any extreme class ;X. For if G 4 5&,(O), then G has a cyclic subgroup H of 
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prime order p for some p ET; HE E! < 3 and therefore G $ &,(O)% 
Moreover U is evidently also X-complete and therefore by an obvious 
induction argument we have the following corollary of Theorem 4.2. 
THEOREM 4.7. !i?,(n) is X-complete for any extreme class X, (n 3 0). 
If we now take for X the class C& of 2-generator groups which by Lemma 2.3 
and Theorem 2.4 is extreme, and for v the single prime p, we obtain the 
theorem of M. B. Powell referred to at the outset. For under these hypotheses 
Theorem 4.7 shows that a group all of whose 2-generator subgroups have 
p-length < n has p-length 6 n. In fact, Theorem 4.7 yields the stronger result 
that if Z,(G) = n, then G has an E-subgroup of p-length n. 
In contrast, the class Z of supersoluble groups is not (E-complete; in fact, 
it is not even G-complete as the following example shows: Let Q be a Sylow 
2-subgroup of S&(5) and G the semidirect product of an elementary Abelian 
group of order 52 with Q, corresponding to the given representation of Q 
by 2 x 2 matrices. Q is a quaternion group. G is not supersoluble but every 
maximal subgroup of G is supersoluble; every maximal subgroup of G which 
is not a 2-group is an extension of an elementary Abelian group of order 52 
by a cyclic group of order 4. However c(G) = 3 and m(G) = 4, and therefore 
by Theorem 2.12 G 4 6. Hence G E 2 ‘5 and this proves our contention that 
2’~ 4 2. However, we do have 
THEOREM 4.8. The class of supersoluble groups is @,-complete. 
Proof. If f (p) is the formation of Abelian groups of exponent p - 1, then 
by Theorem 6.1 of [2] we have 2 = B(f). Since 6, is an extreme class and 
f(p) is obviously @,-complete for each prime p, the result follows at once 
from Theorem 4.2. 
It is possible to prove stronger theorems about the existence of certain 
X-subgroups when X is skeletal rather than extreme. For example, when 
fi = B2($j) for a saturated formation 5 3 %, it can be shown that a group G 
of %,-length n always has a B,(g)-subgroup H of %+,-length n such that 
o(H) = a(G), where u(X) denotes the set of primes dividing 1 X 1; H may even 
be chosen so that it is generated by two g-covering subgroups of G. However, 
we hope to deal with this and other results of a similar nature in a subsequent 
note. 
5. CRITICAL GROUPS 
The critical groups for ‘%, the class of nilpotent groups, have been discussed 
independently by Schmidt [13], RCdei [12] and Iwasawa [IO]. If G is critical 
for %, G has a normal Sylow p-subgroup P and G/P is a cyclic q-group so 
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that u(G) = {P, 4); Z(G) contains the derived group P’ of P and P/P’ is a 
chief factor of G. P is a special p-group in the sense of Hall and Higman [S], 
viz. either P is elementary Abelian or P’ = Q(P) = Z(P). 
If $s is an E-complete class, Lemma 3.2 shows that groups critical for 8 
are in E. Since the class S?(n) of groups of nilpotent length at most n is 
E-complete by Theorem 4.7, we therefore know that the critical groups for 
g(n) are E-groups. We now characterize such groups. 
THEOREM 5.1. G is critical for 2(n) if and onZy if G E (2, Z(G) = n + 1, 
and for each i = 0, l,..., n, Z(A,(H/K)) < n - i for each Frattini chief factor 
H/K of G abooe F,(G). (F or i = n we interpret this to mean that G/F,(G) has 
no Frattini chief factors. We also remark that for any G E Q(n + 1) we have in 
any case Z(A,(H/K)) < n - i for each chief factor H/K of G above F,(G).) 
Proof. We use induction on n assuming that the given conditions charac- 
terize critical groups for Q(m), m < n. The critical groups for e(O) are groups 
of prime order so we have a starting point for the induction. Let G E 6, 
Z(G) = n + 1 and suppose the Frattini chief factors of G have the given 
property. Then by induction G/F(G) is critical for !2(n - 1). Let M be a 
maximal subgroup of G. If M > F(G), then Z(M/F(G)) = n - 1 and 
therefore Z(M) < n. Otherwise MF(G) = G, and since GEE, M com- 
plements the chief factor F(G)/@(G) of G. In this case Z(A,(H/K)) < n - 1 
for all chief factors H/K of M and again we have Z(M) < n. Hence 
G E ~s(f4n)). 
Conversely, suppose GE !&(9(n)). Then we already have GE Q! and 
Z(G) = n + 1. Write Qi = Gi(G) and Fi = F,(G) for i = 0, l,..., n. We 
consider the chief factors H/K of G between Fiwl and Qi . Since G E @, F$Di 
is a complemented chief factor; let Mi be a complement. Now Ffel = Fi-,(rPi) 
since Qpi 4 G; also F,-,(M,) A Qi Q Di and therefore 
Fi-,(MJ n @i = Fi-l(@i) = Fi-1. 
Now Z(MJ < n and so Z(Mi/Fi-,(Mi)) < n - i + 1. Since Fi centralizes 
H/K, we have &H/K) g AMi(H/K). Hence 
Q&H/K)) = Z(AMi(H/K)) < n - i + 1. 
This result shows that if we take a chief series of G which is a refinement of 
the series 
1 < @i < Fl < Gz <F, < ... <F, = CD,,,, <F,,, = G, 
all Frattini chief factors above Fi satisfy the condition Z(A,(H/K)) < n - i. 
By Lemma 2.6 the same is true of all Frattini chief factors above Ft . 
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Next we obtain another characterization of the critical groups for 12(n) 
which specializes to the results of Schmidt, RCdei and Iwasawa when n = 1. 
Let G be a critical group for 9(n). Fz/Qi is a chief factor of G for ,each i, and 
we call the prime divisor of / F$Di 1 the relevant prime dividing / F,/F,-, 1. 
All chief factors of G between F+, and Fi not belonging to the relevant prime 
are Frattini chief factors. The relevant primes corresponding to consecutive 
factors of the upper nilpotent series must be distinct. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let GE @ and 
G =Lncl >L,, > 3.. >L, >L, = 1 
be the lower nilpotent series of G. Then L,jL,-, is a pi-group, where pi is the 
relevant prime divisor of 1 FJF,-, 1. 
Proof. Since LJLi-1 = L,(G/Li-1) and G/L+, E QE = 6, it is sufficient 
to show that L, is a p,-group. Let PI be the Sylow p,-group of Fl . All chief 
factors of G between PI and Fl are Frattini factors, and therefore 
F,/P, < @(G/P,). Since Z(G/F,) = n, it follows that Z(G/P,) = n also. 
Hence L, < PI and L, is a p,-group. 
We consider the Sylow subgroups of the factors of the upper nilpotent 
series of G corresponding to the relevant primes. Let Qi = F,-,P,/F,-, be the 
SY~OW p,-subgroup of Fi/Fi-1 , where Pi is a Sylow pi-subgroup of Fi . Now 
Li < Fi , Lie1 < Fdml and L,/L,-, is a pi-group; thus F,-lLi/F,-, < Qi . 
We write Si = Fi-lLi/Fi-, and Ti = @; n Fi-,PJFi-, . Then QJTi is 
G-isomorphic to F,/Oji. Si cannot be contained in T,since Z(G/Qi) = n - i + 2, 
and therefore Qi = SiTi since QJTi is a chief factor of G. 
We consider the operation of Qi,i on Qi by conjugation. This is not 
properly defined, as it depends upon the Sylow subgroup P,+l chosen. 
However, considering in particular the subgroup S,+i of Qi+r , Coi(Si+,) is 
defined to within conjugacy in Qi . If Co,(Si+i) happens to be normal in Qi , 
it is uniquely determined. Using this notation we now show 
THEOREM 5.3. G is critical for i!(n) if and o&y if GE @, Z(G) = n + 1, 
Si is a specialpi-group for i = 1, 2,..., n + 1, T, = Coi(Si+,) for i = 1,2 ,..., n 
and Si n Ti = S: . 
Proof. Suppose G is critical for e(n). It is clear from the criteria of 
Theorem 5.1 that G/F, is critical for e(n - i), and so by induction on n it is 
sufficient to show that S, is a special p,-group, Tl = Col(S,) and 
S, n Tl = S; . We note that S, = L, and PI = Q1 . 
The condition on the induced automorphism groups shows that L, cen- 
tralizes all the chief factors of G below L, n Tl , although it does not cen- 
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tralize the chief factor L,/L, I-I Tl . However, L, cannot centralize any chief 
factor between L; and L, , (see Theorem 3 of [I]), and thereforel, n Tl = L; . 
S, = I;;L,/F, is a pz-group and centralizes all chief factors of G below Tl . 
Since Tl is a pi-group and p, f p, , S, centralizes Tl . 
Thus CP1(5’s) is normal in PI . But any element of G transforms this 
subgroup into one of its conjugates in PI . Hence CP1(S,) is normal in G. 
But PI/T, is a chief factor of Gi and S, does not centralize PI. Thus 
TX = GIW- 
We now show that L, is special. Since L; .< @(L,) <L, and LJL; is a 
chief factor of G, we havel; = @(L,). W e must show that if L, is not Abelian, 
then Li = Z(L,). We may assume that Fl is a pi-group; otherwise we could 
work modulo the p,-complement of Fl since this is contained in Q(G). Let R 
be a Sylow ps-subgroup of F,L, . Now R is isomorphic to S, = F,L,/F, and 
therefore R centralizes Li ; hence RL; E %. Also R centralizes all chief factors 
of G between L, and Fl and so centralizes FJL, . Hence F,L,IL, E 8 and 
L,R/L, , as a characteristic subgroup of F,L,/L, is normal in G/L, . Thus 
L,R Q G. Write C = C&L;) and C* = C n L, . Since R < C we have 
C*R = (&(L;) n LJR = C,(L;) n L,R = C q G. 
If C* < L’, C*R is a nilpotent normal subgroup of G; but this is impossible 
since R $ Fl . Hence C* 4 L’ and so C*L; = L, since L,/L; is a chief factor 
of G and C* Q G. ButL; = @(L,) and therefore C* = L, . ThusL; < Z(L1), 
and if L, is not Abelian, we must have Li = Z(L,), again because L,/Li is a 
chief factor. 
Now suppose conversely that GE (E, Z(G) = tz + 1 and Ti = C,i(S,+,) 
for i = 1, 2,..., n. In order to show that G is critical for f!(n), by Theorem 5.1 
it is sufficient to prove that 
(*I Z(A,(H/K)) < n - i + 1, 
for each Frattini chief factor H/K of G/F,-, for i = I,..., n. We recall that Pi 
denotes a Sylow p,-subgroup of Fi . We have F,/F,-,P, ,< @(G/F,-,PJ, and 
since Z(G/FJ = n - i + 1, we have Z(G/F,-,P,) = n - i + 1 also. Therefore 
all Frattini factors between Fi-, and Fi not belonging to the relevant prime 
satisfy (*). However, all Frattini pi-chief factors H/K between FiW1 and Fi are 
operator-isomorphic to factors in Ti and so are centralized by Si,l = FiLi+,/Fi . 
Hence L,+i < C,(H/K) and 
Z(A,(H/K)) = Z(G/C,(H/K)) < Z(G/L,+,) = n - i. 
Thus H/K satisfies (*) in this case also, and the proof is complete. 
Our next result gives additional information about the groups S, . 
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THEOREM 5.4. Si has exponent pi ;f pi # 2 and exponent 2 or 4 when 
pi = 2. 
Proof. We write Si = S and pi = p. If S is Abelian, S is a chief factor 
of G; in this case O(S) = 1 and S has exponent p. Therefore assume that S 
is not Abelian. Since S has class 2 we have 
b-Y, 4 = [x9 A[Y! 4 and ix, Y4 = [x7 Yl[X, 4 
for all x, y, z E S. Thus [x, y]” = [XT, y] = 1 since xp E @(S) = Z(S). Thus 
S’ has exponent p. 
Now xpyp = (xy)p[y, x] *p(J1-l) for all x, y E S. If p f 2, [y, x] &J(H) = 1 
since [y, x]” = 1. Thus xpyp = (xy)“, and x -+ xP is a G-homomorphism of S 
into itself. Let Sz be the kernel and u be the image of this map. 
Then Q > S’ > u and S/Q is G-isomorphic to V. Now Si,r centralizes V, 
and therefore centralizes S/Q. By Maschke’s theorem S/S’ = Q/S’ x W/S’ 
where W is a subgroup of S normalized by S,+i . Thus Si+r centralizes both 
W/S and S’, and hence also W. But S’ = C,(S,+r); thus S’ = W and 
Q = S. Therefore S has exponent p when p f 2. If p = 2, S/S’ and S’ both 
have exponent 2, and so S has exponent 2 or 4. 
We now determine the critical groups for f?,(n), the class of groups of 
p-length at most ~a. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let GE (3 and let p, , p, ,... denote the relevant primes. 
SWose Pi * P * Pi+1 and let Mi be a maximal subgroup of G complementing 
Fi/~i ; then lD(Mi) = l,(G). 
Proof. Let l,(G) = n and first suppose i = 1. Then 
4WWd = 4iWJ = 4(Wl) = n 
since @r = a(G). Thus l,(MI) = n. 
Therefore assume i > 1. G/F, E E and so l,(M,/F,) = l,(G/F,) by in- 
duction. If p, f p, we have 
and hence l,(MJ = n. Thus we may assume p, = p. Suppose @(G) > 1; 
then G/Q, E @, and hence l,(M,/@,) = l,(G/@,) by induction. Now 
O,,(MJ@,) = 1 since this centralizes the self-centralizing p-group F,/@, . 
Therefore Z,(Mi/Qi) = Z,(Mi) since @r E ‘3. Also l,(G/@,) = n and again 
we have Z,(MJ = n. 
We may therefore assume that Q(G) = 1, O,(G) = 1 and FI = O,(G). 
In this case Z,(G/F,) = n - 1, and therefore ZD(M,/FI) = n - 1. Also 
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O,(M,) = 1 since this centralizes Fl , and so Z,(M#I,(M,)) = Z,(lwJ - 1. 
Suppose, if possible, that Z,(MJ # n. Then Z,(MJ = n - 1 = Z,(M,/Fl) 
and thereforeF, < 0,(&I,). HoweverF, = O,(@J; hence O,(M,) n ai = Fl . 
Now @iO,(MJ/@i is a normal p-subgroup of MilQi , so is contained in 
@(MJ6ii) = CD~+~ n M$/@i since pi+1 f p. Since ZD(Mi/O,(Mi)) = n - 2, 
we have Z,(Mi/~i+, n Mi) < n - 2. Hence Z,(MJ@,) < n - 2 and so 
Z,(MJO,(MJ n @i) < n - 2. Hence ZD(MJFl) < n - 2, contradicting our 
assumption that Z,(MJFl) = n - 1. Therefore Zn(Mi) = n. 
The above lemma shows that if Z,(G) = n + 1 and Z,(H) < n for all 
proper subgroups H of G, then p, = pa = p, = *a* = pa,,, = p and 
Z(G) = 2n + I. For by Theorem 4.7, G E E and therefore no two consecutive 
pi’s can be equal. But in any pair of consecutive pi’s, one must be p. Since p, 
must clearly be p, each odd pi is equal to p. Thus we have 
z,(G) = n + 1, Z,(G/F,) = Z,(G/F,) = n,..., MW’m-1) = WWm) = 1, 
and Z,(G/F2n+l) = 0. Hence G = Fzn+l and Z(G) = 2n + 1. 
Critical groups for f&(n) may also be characterized in terms of the auto- 
morphism groups induced on the Frattini chief factors. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let G E (3, Z(G) = 2n + I, Z,(G) = n + 1 andpi = p for 
i = 1, 3, 5 ,..., 2n $ 1. Let Mj be a maximal subgroup of G complementing 
Fj/@jfoY j = 1,2,..., 2n + 1. Then 
(i) ZJM,,,) < n ;f and only ;f Z,(Ao(H/K)) < n - i for all p-chief 
factors of G between Fzi and cD,~+~ , ( wrt t e 0 ’ h h b vious interpretation JOY i = n); 
(ii) Z,(Mgi) < n ifand onZy ifZ,(Ao(H/K)) < n - i + 1 for aZZp,,-chief 
factors between Fzi-, and azi . 
Proof. (i) Suppose Z,(A,(H/K)) < n - ’ f z or all p-chief factors between 
Fsi and @ait . Since 
we have Z,(M,i+l/FzJ = n - i also. Now Z,(Fzi) = i and therefore 
Wh+d < n. 
Now suppose conversely that Z,(M,i+,) < n. We consider the upper 
p-series of @ai+, . This is 
where E,,/F,, = O,,(CD,~+,/F~,) for j = 0, l,..., i. Ezi is the largest normal 
sdbgroup of @ai;r with p-length i; let E be them largest normal subgroup 
of Mzi+, withp-length i. Then E n @i,i+l = Ezi . Now Z,(Mzi+,/@zi+l) = n - i 
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and W&+,/E) G A - i; hence l,(M2,+,/E2,) = n - i. Thus ZD(Mzi+JFz<) = 
n - i since Ez,/Fzi is a $-group. Therefore 1,(&H/K)) < n - i for all 
p-chief factors H/K of G between Fzi and @zi+l . 
(ii) Write q = pai and suppose Z,(A,(H/K)) < n - i + 1 for all q-chief 
factors H/K between Fzi-, and Qzi . The same is true for all other chief factors 
between Fzi-, and Dzi . For let Q/F2i-1 be the Sylow q-subgroup of F,i/Fzi-, . 
Since q is the relevant prime for F2i/F2i--1, FzI/Q < @(G/Q). Fzi+JFzi E % 
and therefore Fzi+,/Q E % also. Thus F,<,., centralizes all chief factors H/K 
of G between Q and Fzi , and hence 
as claimed. 
W,(H/W) -<, 1,(Ws,+,) = n - i 
Now l,(M,,/~p,i) = l,(G/F,,) = n - i + 1, and the given condition on the 
induced automorphism groups shows that l,(M,,/F,,-,) = n - i + 1. Let 
NIF,,-, be the smallest normal subgroup of M,,/F,,-, with factor group of 
p-length < n - i. Since A,(H/K) s A,,(H/K) has p-length < 7t - i for 
chief factors H/K between Fzi-, and @,, ,‘iV < C,(H/K). Now @ziN/@,i is 
the 2!,(n - i)-residual of M&Dzi . However l,(M,,/M,, n Fzi+,) = n - i 
and Mzi n Fzi+J@p,, E %, and therefore @ziN/@,i is a p-group. Let P/F,,, be 
a Sylowp-subgroup of 4&N/Fziml . Then &N = @&P and @ai n P = Fzi, . 
Hence P < N and P centralizes all chief factors of G between Fsi-, and @ai , 
Thus P is subnormal in @aiN, and since a subnormal Sylow p-subgroup is 
normal, we must have P 4 aziN. Since tI&N/P is ap’-group, it follows that 
P = N. Thus IV/$_, is a p-group, and lp(M,i/@,i-,) = n - i + 1. Since 
<P,,-,/F,,-, E %, l,(M,i/F,i-,) = n - i + 1 also. But l,(F,,-,) = i - 1, and 
therefore lD(Msi) < n. 
Conversely, suppose l,(Mzi) < n. The upper p-series of @ai is 
1 d Et, <F, <E, <F3 < E4 < .I. <Fziml \<@&, 
where Eu/Fti = t9,$@2j+,/F2j) for j = 0, I,..., i - 1. Since @si is normal 
in Msi , the upper p-series of Mzi intersects Qzi in the above series. Also 
ln(Mzi/@,i) = n - i + 1. Thus the p-lengths of Mzi , M,JF, , M2i/F3 , 
MzilFs ,..a, M2f/F2i-1 decrease by 1 until n - i + 1 is reached. Since 
l,(Mzi) < n we have 
l,(M,i~F2i-,) = ZD(M,,/F2i-,) = n - i + 1. 
Thus lp(M2i/@2i--1) = n - i + 1. As before, let NIF,,-, be the f?,(n - i)- 
residual of Mz,/‘Fsi-, . Now O,$Mz$Dzi-J = 1 since this centralizes 
F2i&DzipI . Thus N/@,i-I is a p-group, and so N/F,,-, central&es @AJF~~-, ; 
the latter is ap’-group and both are normal in Mzi/Fzi-l . Thus N centralizes 
48d9/3-5 
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all chief factors H/K of G between Fzi-, and @ai . Hence 
LEMMA 5.7. Let G E E, Z(G) = 2n + 1 and p, = pa = ... = pan+i = p; 
then the lower p-series of G coincides with the lower nilpotent series of G. 
Proof, Let G = L2n+l > L,, > es* > L, > L, = 1 be the lower nil- 
potent series of G. Then by Lemma 5.2, L,/L,-, is a pi-group, and therefore 
the lower nilpotent series is ap-series. Now let G = zan+i > La, > **a be the 
lower p-series. of G. Since G/@aV,+i is a p-group, ,%&& is a p-group and 
hence L,, = Iz,, . Suppose Ii f Li for some i, and consider the largest i for 
which this is so. Then Li,l = &+, and it is easy to see that L,+,/& must be 
ap’-group which is not nilpotent; moreover, we haveI, < Li < Li+l . Let N 
be a maximal normal subgroup of Li containing & ; then L,/N E % and so 
LipI < N. But L,+,/L, is a PI-group and so L,/L,-, is a p-group. Since L,/N is 
ap’-group, we have a contradiction, and thereforez{ = Li for all i. 
We can now prove our main result on critical groups for l?,(n). 
THEOREM 5.8. G is critical for l&(n) if and only if G is critical for g(2n) 
andp, =p, = **. = pzn+l = p. 
Proof. Let GE @, Z(G) = 2n + 1 and p, = p, = a** = psn+i = p. We 
have shown that such a group G is critical for P,(n) if and only if, for each i: 
(a) Z,(A,(H/K)) < n - i - 1 for all p-chief factors H/K of G between 
FSi and @si+i , and 
(b) Z,(A,(H/K)) < n - i for all psi-chief factors H/K of G between 
FSi-, and @si . 
It is easy to see, however, that Theorem 5.1 remains true when the condition 
on the induced automorphism groups is confined just to those Frattini chief 
factors belonging to the relevant prime. Thus G is critical for !iZ(2n) if and 
only if, for each i: 
(a) Z(A.(H/K)) < 2n - 2i - 1 for all p-chief factors H/K of G 
between Fsi and @ai+i , and 
(b) Z(A,(H/K)) ,( 2n - 2i for all pa,-chief factors H/K of G between 
Fgivl and @ai . 
If H/K is ap-chief factor of G, then Z,(&(H/K)) < n - i - 1 if and only 
if L2i+3 < C,(H/K), since the lower p-series and lower nilpotent series of G 
coincide. Since O,(G/C,(H/K)) = 1 and L,i+,/L,i+, is a p-group, C,(H/K) 
contains L2i+3 whenever it contains Lzi,., , Thus for p-chief factors 
Z,(A.(H/K)) < n - i - 1 if and only if l(A.(H/K)) < 2n - 2i - 1. 
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Similarly, for any chief factor H/K we have 
&(&H/K)) < n - i if and only if Z(A,(H/K)) < 2n - 2i, 
since the condition for both is that L,,+l centralizes H/K. Thus the critical 
groups for e,(n) are precisely the groups critical for g(27.2) with p, = p for 
all odd i. 
The methods applied in the previous theorems of this chapter are also useful 
in describing the critical groups for 2, the class of supersoluble groups. These 
groups have been investigated by Doerk [3]. 
As we saw in Chapter 4, 2 is not an E-complete class and so critical 
groups for Z do not necessarily belong to (5. Since 2 < c(2), every critical 
group for 5 has nilpotent length 2 or 3, and we consider the two cases 
separately. 
Let G be a critical group for 2 with Z(G) = 3. Then l(H) < 2 for every 
proper subgroup H of G; hence G is critical for Q(2) and in particular G E (5. 
However, not every critical group for P(2) is critical for 2, and we consider 
this class of critical groups for 2 in more detail. Let MI be a maximal subgroup 
of G complementing Fr/@r . Now A,(H/K) z A,JH/K) for all chief 
factors H/K of G below @r , and therefore H/K is a chief factor of Ml ~2. 
Hence all chief factors of G below D(G) have prime order. Thus F,/@, cannot 
have prime order since G $2. Let j Fr/Or / = pn where n > 1. Now G E 65, 
F, = @s , and by Theorem 5.3 all chief factors of G between Fl and @, are 
central. Let / F$Diz 1 = q and 1 G/F2 1 = r; p, q and r are the relevant primes 
belonging to the factors of the upper nilpotent series of G. Now F&D, is not 
a central chief factor, and hence q = 1 mod r. Since F.&D1 is supersoluble, 
we must have p = 1 mod q; thus p > q > I’. Let G > L, > L, > 1 be the 
lower nilpotEnt series of G. G/L2 is an r-group and Fz/Lz = @(G/L,). G/F2 is 
cyclic and therefore G/L2 is cyclic also. L,/L, is a q-group and L, n G2/L1 = 
@(L,/L,); since L,/L, n @s is cyclic, L,/L, is also cyclic. Finally L, is a special 
p-group. Thus we have proved 
THEOREM 5.9. Suppose l(G) = 3 and every proper subgroup of G is super- 
soluble. Then G has a Sylow tower 1 < L, < L, < G, where L, is a special 
p-group, L,IL, is a cyclic q-group, and G/L2 is a cyclic r-group. The primes 
p, q, r satisfy p = 1 mod q and q = 1 mod r. 
Now suppose G is critical for 2 with Z(G) = 2. G/a, $Z since 2 = E& 
G/F, E 2, and therefore there is a chief factor of G between @r and Fl which 
does not have prime order. But since all chief factors between @r and Fl are 
complemented, this means that F&D, must be a chief factor of G. As before, 
all chief factors of G below @r have prime order. Let p be the prime divisor 
of i F&D, I; then p 7 1 G/F, j. G/F, is actually a prime power group which is 
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indecomposable. For suppose G/F, = NIF, x M/F1 where N and M are 
proper subgroups of G. N and M are supersoluble and F&Pp, is completely 
reducible with respect to N since Fl = F(N) and @, > Q(N). Let 
V = V, @ +** @ VS be the decomposition of the N-module V -= F&D, into 
homogeneous components. Let Zion = h(n) z1r for oI E V, , n EN. Then 
(wlm)n = (wln)m = /\(?I) a,m, mEM. 
Hence zlrm E VI for all m E M and V, is an M-module. Thus V, is a 
G-submodule of V’, contradicting the fact that V is an irreducible G-module of 
dimension greater than 1. Thus G/F1 is indecomposable, and being nilpotent 
must be a q-group for some prime q f p. The same argument shows that 
G/F, cannot be the product of two subgroups which centralize each other. 
Let L be the %-residual of G, so that G > L > 1 is the lower nilpotent 
series of G. Then G/L is a q-group and L is a p-group. The groups critical 
for % which are not supersoluble are, of course, examples of groups critical 
for 2 with nilpotent length 2. For such groups G/L is cyclic of order q, L is a 
special p-group and p = 1 mod q. However, in general G/L need not be 
cyclic and L need not be special. For further details we refer to the paper of 
Doerk [3]. 
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